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CHAPTER I 
STATENENT OF THE PROBLEH AND REVIEW OF RESEAl1CH 
I • THE PROBLEI"l 
It is the purpose of this study to determine the 
effectiveness of ninety-six hours of intensive remedial 
reading instruction on 1542 adult males. 
In most branches of our armed forces some provision 
is made to provide reading instruction for those r.1en v1ho 
are seriously retarded. Due to the cost of the entire 
training program and the necessity to orient the trainee 
in so many different areas the educational progrmn is not 
al"vmys as long as might seem 1"lise . The program outlines 
in Chapter Two covered four 1·reeks and ninety-six hours of 
instruction. The following study l'las undertaken to deter-
mine the efficiency of the instruction and the group for 
which the exercises seemed best suited. 
II. Rl~VIEW OF RESEARCH 
Effective remedial reading is based on an attempt to 
find out l'lhat is I'Trong and to render appropriate aid. It 
is rare 'V'Then only one cause is responsible for poor reading 
ability. Usually "vn1en a child is a poor reader, a variety 
of factors are responsible. These may include poor general 
•• 
health, poor vision or hearing , psychological factors, low 
intelligence or lack of proper instruction. 
Kottmeyerl discusses several of the more i mportant 
causes of reading disabilities. 
Children who suffer from poor general health often-
times have a poor attendance record in school. T:·Iost child-
ren now begin to read by building a stock of sight vocabu-
lary through becoming familiar 'l;Jith "\'lhole-t·rord patterns. 
Everyday a child is absent from school, he misses some of 
this nev1 vocabulary. Many children need to see these new 
word patterns again and again in familiar context before 
they learn to recognize them. Each absence from school 
deprives a child of this necessary V'Tord repetition. As 
2 
time goes on, the new material presented becomes increasingly 
difficult and the child oftentimes becomes a poor reader. 
In a reading program '\'lhich emphasizes phonetics, a 
child v1ho is hard of hearing v1ill be severely handicapped. 
Some children fail to learn to read primarily because 
of eye defects. 
Research in reading has shot-m a positive relationship 
bet"t'leen glandular defects and reading disability. In cases 
involving severe visual or auditory handicaps or glandular 
handicaps, competent medical attention is neces sary before 
1 \1illiarn Kottmeyer, Handbook for Remedial Reading 
(St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1947), P. 37-43. 
• 
such cases begin to respond to instruction. 
A child of lovT intelligence who is not ready to read 
1'lill oftentimes become discouraged and will make less and 
less effort to learn if reading is forced upon him. 
3 
A lack of an adequate vocabulary 1'lith a corresponding 
uncertainty about various vmrds is another cause of poor 
reading ability. 
Since the average person takes meaning from the 
printed page in proportion to his ovm actual or vicarious 
experiences, a child lacking in normal experiences often 
finds a great deal of reading material meaningless to him. 
Individuals from homes vn1ere books, magazines, and news-
papers are plentiful, and where the parents read a great 
deal and encourage the children to read, have great advanta-
ges over other youngsters "t·rhose home environment, in so far 
as their education is concerned, is poor. 
Children whose experiences at home are unhappy, often 
become emotionally and socially maladjusted, vlith the result 
that their school '\'Tork, including their ability to read, is 
very poor. 
Some children are poor readers because of the partic-
ular location of their homes. In areas where the educational 
standards are lmv or 1·rhere the schools are at a distance, 
the child attends classes irregularly or not at all and as a 
result, he reaches adulthood either illiterate or extremely 
retarded. 
Every effort should be made to prevent a pupil from 
becoming a remedial case in reading, acting on the belief 
that nAn ounce of prevention is vmrth a pound of curen. 
~IcKee2 states that the teaching of beginning reading should 
4 
provide for the early identification and removal of ·whatever 
deficiencies a given pupil may acquire. This identification 
and removal of deficiencies should be made immediately after 
their occurrence, rather than sometime later when they have 
had time to mature and the teacher's task as ~<vell as the 
child's is therefore made much more difficult. 
Because there is yet no Ufoolproofn method of 
teaching reading and many of the causes of special diffi-
culty are not thoroughly understood, there are many poor 
readers in our schools today. Provision must be made for 
them. \'Jbat are the general characteristics of good remedial 
instruction? 
Gates3 states that remedial instruction is designed 
to improve abilities in which diagnosis has revealed 
deficiencies. It emphasizes administering to individual 
needs since a type of instruction seriously needed by one 
pupil may be disadvantageous to another. 
2 Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School (Boston: Houghton ~tifflin Company; 1948), p. 203. 
3 Arthur I. Gates, The Inwrovement of Reading (New Yorki 
The 1>'Iacmillan Company, 1935), 26-39. 
• 
In choosing and organizing materials for remedial 
vvork in reading , f our points should be kept in mind: 
1. The material should be highly interesting to the 
pupil. The first requirement of remedial l'l'Ork is that t he 
pupil's interest be captured. In connection with this, 
Hunte;4 describes some vmrk done in a remedial reading 
school vdth an eleven year old boy. It v1as found that t he 
5 ' 
boy vms artistically inclined. He vms encouraged to dravr 
pictures, the f irst of 1v-hich \'ras t hat of a pet duck . He and 
the teacher discussed the picture and the teacher \v.rote 
do'Wn the conversation. The boy later read it back in story 
form. The child began reading on the first grade level 
\vith all reading lessons at first consisting of stories 
about ducks in s~nple readers. As the boy progressed, he 
gained confidence. In one year he Has reading on t he sixth 
grade level. 
2. The materials should be of proper difficulty. It 
is of the utmost importance t hat remedial \"lork be conducted 
\'lith material ,.,rhich is lttithin the pupil's range of mastery. 
3. The materials should be of various types. In 
remedial instruction one usually has to deal with the type 
of pupil who has found the regul ar class readings difficult, 
long and boring. The selections should be relatively short 
as v'rell as easy, and they should be varied in character • 
4 Grace Hunter, fiThese Boys Have 'rrouble l'!ith Reading , n 
The Grade Teacher, LXXI (May, 1954), 30;68. 
• 
6: 
Thus, t he pupil is able to r ead stories of different types. 
As t he 1-10rk progresses, the teacher can discover vrhich stories 
are most enjoyed, and which are least enjoyed by the individ-
ual pupil. 
4. An abundance of easy reading should be provided. 
In many i nstances, t he tea cher may need to m~ce up supple-
mentary material. Edwards5 recommends mclcing up small book-
lets of several pages pasted together and made available to 
the class at all times. These booklets, made up of material 
coverin.e; a vari ety of subjects, appeal to the interes t of 
the pupils and t he f act that they can be read in a very short 
time gives the individual pupil a sense of having accom-
plished something 1-vhen he completes one of t hese booklets. 
Remedial instruction in a classroom should never be 
substituted f or enjoyable act i vi ties such as recess. To do 
so is likel y to arouse the pupil's resentment at once and a 
resentful pupil is not a good subject f or instruction. 
Remedial instruction should be managed so as not to 
classify the pupil in an embarrassing "Vray. Pupils under-
taking remedial work should not be classed as failures, 
ffdwnbbellsn, or conunented upon as having to stay after school 
for punishment. 
The time allm'lance for remedial work should be 
5 Phyllis 0. Ed"Vmrds, nReach Those Reluctant Readers, n 
~ Grade Teacher, LXXI (Harch, 1954), 27 ;112;1111-• 
• 
generous. A feH minutes of drill nm'l and then is not 
enough. The pupils should be provided uith opportunities 
to have carefully arranged reading experiences during as 
7 
much of the day as possible. The best remedial vrork provides 
not only the definite instructional periods, but a l"lhole 
program including activities in other subjects worked out 
around reading as a center. 
The teacher .should have sufficient time to arrange 
and supervise the remedial viOrk. In many schools today, a 
teacher vrho discovers a need for remedial instruction is 
either provided ~trith a specialist in this \Wrk or vrith some 
assistance in other vmrk so as to enable him to formulate 
and carry out a thorough program. 
Remedial \'lork may be either individual or cooperative. 
Remedial work demands that much attention be given to the 
ipdividual case but there are certain advantages in having 
several pupils l'lork together. While the teacher is devoting 
himself to one pupil, others may be doing independent or 
cooperative '\'rork . Cooperative enterprises may be developed 
by having a small group 11ork upon the same general topic. 
The common interest provides an incentive for reading choice 
bits aloud to each other , giving oral reports, making a 
picture book, and so on. 
Adequate motivation is an important fact or in good 
remedial vrork. Success should be emphasized. For the pupil 
• 
''rho appears f or remedial 1-·rork, reading has probably meant a 
long succession of diff iculties and failures. To develop 
a taste of success after prolonged failure is one of the 
devices vlhich insures continued success. 
The pupil's i mprovement should be measured and his 
record made available to him at all times. He should be 
encouraged to compete against himself. As the pupil becomes 
confident of mastering further difficulties, he develops an 
interest in surpas~ing his ovm previous rate of improvement. 
The devices for measuring achievement and progress should be 
sufficiently definite to reveal particular successes and 
errors made in daily \vork. The teacher may utilize such 
records as means of further diagnosis. 
The teacher's attitude should be optimistic and 
encouraging and practice should be so distributed as to 
avoid fatigue and boredom. Individual supervision should be 
continued until the pupil has his improved techniques well 
habituated. 
If remedial classes are to be successful, care should 
be taken in the selection of pupils and in t he initial 
adjustment to pupils needs. 
Durre116 states that all pupils should be given a 
reading achievement test and a test to determine their 
·6 'Donald D. Durrell, I mprovement of Basic Reading 
Abilities (Yonkers-on-Hudson, Ne11 York : 'l;lorld Book Company, 
1940)' 318-319. 
• 
capacity for reading. For t he primary grades t here are 
several intelligence tests that involve very little or no 
reading and t hese are usually suitable as a rough measure 
of the child's mental ability or capacity. For grades 
9 
three to six , the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and 
Achievement Tests l·lill be found suitable for selecting those 
children "VJith high reading capacity but lol'v reading 
achievement. The pupils i'lith the greatest dif ference 
bet1·reen their mental ages or reading capacity scores and 
their reading achievement scores should be t he first ones 
selected f or the remedial reading class. The individual 
Stanf ord-Binet test should be used '\·Tith doubtful cases. 
All children who are selected f or the remedial class 
should be given careful tests of sight and hearing . A 
more complete physical examination should also preferably 
be given to discover whether or not t here are difficulties 
t hat interfere with attention. Each child should receive 
an individual reading analysis to determine his faulty 
habits and confusions, as ivell as his stages of development 
in various phases of reading. 
Children with similar levels of reading accomplishmen~ 
and similar needs in reading should be grouped together for 
the remedial instruction, and the remedial progr am should be 
outlined for each group~ No pupil should be considered as 
permanently assigned to a single group. Rates of learning 
• 
't'fill diff er markedly i'lithin a group and provision must be 
made f or reassign.1nent of a pupil to another group if his 
progress ''rarrants it. 
10 
In a remedial reading class , t here should be s pecific 
plans for t h e development of i.'Tord recognition, vlOrd analysis 
and i'ford comprehen sion abilities. Provision should also be 
made for a good deal of oral and silent reading. 
Bond and Bond7 describe vJord recognition as the 
ability to recognize knov-m i'JOrds vlith a minimtun o:f analysis 
or inspection, the i.'l}'ork ing out and recognition of unkno'ttm 
i'Tords and the selection of appropriate meanings for these 
itvords in the settings in 11hich they are found. 
In considering 11ord-recog,nition techniques it must 
be realized that some t echniques are eff ective in certain 
situations and others are not. Among the techniques that 
are most effe ctive for associating the printed SYlilbol Nith 
meaning , and t herefore the techniques that should be taught, 
are the following: 
A. !\leaning Attack 
1. Use of expectancy of itords and concepts. In 
approaching any reading situation the more 
mature the reader is, the more he anticipates 
the liords and concepts that he meets in a 
7 Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read 
(Nmv York: The Macmillan Company, 1947) 145-170. 
• 
• 
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particular passage on a specific subject. 
A person reading in a given field, or on a 
given topic, anticipates to a degree the 1·mrds 
that he meets, is prepared to meet them, and 
thereby is the more able to recognize them 
instantaneously. N ot only does the general 
subject matter area "Vrithin Hhich the person 
is reading enC!ble him to anticipate and there-
by quickly recognize vwrds that i'l'ill likely 
be encountered, but the general subject 
matter area also enables the reader to 
anticipate the correct meaning to attach to 
the vmrd that is quickly recognized. One 
method of enabling children to learn to 
anticipate vmrds 't'Thile reading about a given 
situation is to have them name beforehand the 
vmrds that they might read in a specific 
passage. The teacher might ask, :n.fuat animals 
do you expect to read about in the story 'A 
Trip to the Zoo'?" 
2. Use of context clues is a rapid sort of 
recognition technique in v1hich the meaning of 
the .,.vord is sometimes derived completely from 
its setting. For example, in the sentence 
ttTom climbed to the of the tree.", 
• 
12 
it is not difficult for the child to under-
stand from the context that the vmrd he does 
not recognize is "top". Completion exercises 
wherein a key \'lord of ·a sentence is left out, 
the v10rd to be supplied by the child, give 
experience in using t he context to recognize 
an unknm·m v-10rd. 
B. Visual Attack 
l. The general shape and characteristic of a 
word enables a person to recognize it quite 
frequently. As he becomes more familiar with 
the vtord, the general shape usually .suffices 
to cause its recognition~ 
2. Another rapid visual technique is the use of 
striking characteristics of \'lords as a means 
of instantly recognizing them~ This is 
effective until other words having the same 
striking characteristics are introduced. 
Therefore this method must be supported by 
other \'lord recognition techniques. 
3. The use of small \vords 1'Tithin larger \-vords is 
another useful and rapid technique for word 
recognition. There are many words in the 
English language i'lhich contain smaller 1vords 
that can be used in the recognition of the 
13 
\'lord of which they make up a part. Hmvever 
it is not, of itself, enough. In t h e case of 
compound '\vords, such as "sometimes, " "V'rithin", 
or tttherefore , n it is a l vray s effective, but 
"Vlith a word such as "toget herrr , the pupil may 
find the small "Vtords, - to - get - her - and 
get an entirely erroneous idea. 
4. The use of l a r ge knov-m parts vvithin "Vrords is 
helpful in organizing \'lords. For example, 
the pupil can b e shovm that t h e center part 
of "frighten" is well knm·m to him from his 
experience with nlight, n "nighttT a.1'1d nright". 
Several of t he more f amiliar large knov-m 
parts upon 1vhich the reader depends are 
"ight", "tion", and ntechn. The teacher can 
encourage the pupil to build up a large 
repertory of sight elements that can b e 
recognized at a glance and t hus be come 
effective aids to rapid v-rord recognition. 
Vlord recognition should be taught in meaningful 
material and in situations vfhere it is important to t h e 
pupil to recognize t h e 1·rord. Th e pupil should knmv the 
meaning of t he i'rord or have the background necessary to 
derive t h e meaning . Avoid drill upon isolated elements 
within words and build t he habit of inspecting words 
14 
rapidly) thoroughly, and systematically from left to right. 
The pupil should be trained to ahiays analyze the vlOrd 
visually before he attempts to sound it. 
A complete program in 1•rord analysis 1·10uld include 
ear training to give the pupil skill in attending to the 
auditory elements of v;ords, visual training for recognition 
of the visual elements that accompany v-rord sounds, and pro-
vision for independent use of the skills. After any exercise 
designed to teach the pupil the recognition of v-;ord elements, 
lessons should be provided f or applying the skill in the 
independent solution of nev-1 \·Tords. 
Durre118 presents a sample unit in \'lord analysis v1ith 
eight steps. 
1. Teaching initial consonants. Ex.-back, ~~nk, 
book, band. 
2. Teaching beginning blends. Ex.-.Q]pt.; , black , 
block. 
3. Teaching final blends. Ex.-brush, blush, crash,_ 
fresh. 
4. Combining visual and auditory perceptions. Ex.-
a \'lord such as 11 backn is 1-'Tritten on t he board. 
Pupils give \'lords which rhyme lvith it such as 
ncrackn and rrshackn. These also are v-~ritten on 
the board and the pupil is asked to put circles 
8 Durrell :QE.• 1Cit., 210-2lll-• 
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around the parts of the words \'lhich are alike. 
5. Combining 'listening and v-1riting . Ex.-use ,Hords 
that have appeared in the listening exercises, 
and say: "v'lrite the first t ifro letters you hear in 
these words, 'black', 'track ', 'fresh ', 
'flash' , 'crack' , 'shook' • n 
'brook ' 
' 
6.. Quick-perception exercises. Ex.-use flash cards 
to shovl lvords that have been taught. Oral 
sentences which give some cue to the vTOrd may 
precede the flash. 
7. Reading paragraphs containing the new \'lords. 
Ex.-type paragraphs containing the new· i:TOrds 
taught and paste them on cards. The cards may 
be exchanged until each pupil has read all of 
them. 
8. Reading paragraphs containing untaught 1·1ords. 
For this final step the child is given material 
containing \'lords not specifically taught, but 
which are made up of the phonetic elements that 
he has learned. 
Jenkins 9 feels that the most conunon deficiency in a 
poor reader is the inability to distinguish bet"\\reen the 
various sounds in spoken 1vords or na lack of auditory 
discrimination of soundsn. Auditory education begins 't'lith 
9 Elizabeth M. Jenkins, "Ready to Read?rr The Grade 
Teacher, LY~XI (April, 1954), 56;90; 92 ;94. 
• 
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learning to hear t he beginnings of f amiliar vrords. The 
names of pupils, animals and objects in the classroom may 
be used as a start. Games may be played in ivhich the teacher 
gives the iiTOrd and the pupil gives the beginning . Then 
beginnings may be given by the teach er with the pupil fur-
nishing a vmrd. Later t he endings of familiar vrords may 
be used as a basis for the gar.ae. Pupils may play t h e game 
betiveen each other. 
CordtslObelieves t hat one of the biggest f ailings 
with the use of phonics could b e avoided if t eachers would 
train pupils to use common sense in deciding on the 
pronunciation of certain "\'lords. Th e correct pronunciation 
of various vmrds can be ascertained only by studying their 
meaning in context. Therefore if a pupil 1tJ"aS trained to think 
first and consider t h e subject matter and sense of the 
sentence, he 1-'rould be better able to decide on the pronun-
ciation of certain ~vords. 
Monroell states that the auditory s kills developed 
in a reading program ivill undergo further grmrth and 
development as long as the pupils learn to attack ne·w \"lords 
by phonetic analysis. Hm·rever, unless a pupil has developed 
10 Anna D. Cordts, ttFunctional Phonetics for Pm1er in 
Reading ,n Elementary English, XXX (February, 1953), 91-94. 
11 Marion Tvlonroe, GrOiving Into Reading (Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman and Compru1y, 1951), 258-259~ · 
II 
" 
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auditory sensitivity to initial, medial, and final sounds 
of words, and can discriminate between the various qualities 
of language sounds, he \vill be headed tovrard difficulty. 
T\vo or more printed letters may represent only one sound, 
one printed letter Bay represent t'ltlO sounds, and sometimes 
a letter has no sound. The l'rord nlookn has four letters, 
but only three sounds. The \'lOrd nox" has tw·o letters, but 
three sounds. The I'TOrd 11 nightn contains letters \"Those usual 
sounds are not heard in the oral l"rord. A pupil 1-vill need to 
continue to develop auditory skills as he reads; he will need 
to apply to new \'lords \'That he knows about initial sounds 
and rhyming endings; he vlill need to gain an understanding 
of tw·o-letter combinations for some consonants, the various 
combination of letters that represent voi"lels, the 
identification of syllables and accent; and finally he 1-·rill 
need to be able to use diacritical marks in a dictionary 
as an aid to correct pronunciation. A good beginning in 
developing auditory skills at the pre-reading level should 
not be lost through lack of practice at later stages of 
gro1vth in reading. 
Kirk and Johnsonl2 define the aim of reading as the 
evaluation and interpretation of \-'That one reads. In order 
to do this, the reader must be able to understand the ""Vmrds 
12 Samuel A. Kirk and Garville Johnson, Educating the 
Retarded Child (Boston: Houghton Niff1in Company, 1951), 
267-268~ 
I • 
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he callsu. The teacher must provide activities and experi-
ences vrhich aid comprehension and evaluation. M:uch 
independent reading of simple stories on a variety of topics 
and of a variety of difficulty levels must be encouraged~ 
Free reading in itself does not produce comprehension skills, 
but it does create interest, develop concentration, provide 
pleasurable experiences, and stimulate some thinking . 
Reading to get directions or to ansv-rer questions can be an 
integral part of a unit of work and can stimulate thinking 
and encourage comprehension and evaluation. 
Oral reading serves as an aiel to'V'rard correct 
pronunciation and enu~ciation and it may be used by the 
teacher as a check on the pupil for accuracy. It also may 
become, through the grouping of words and intonation, a 
test for comprehension. 
Delacato and Hoyerl3 feel that more emphasis on the 
understanding of the meanings of \vords v-rill not only 
facilitate the pupils ability to think logically and 
realistically, but also v-nll help him to acquire reading 
skills more easily. They further feel that many reading 
problems are in part related to the inability to comprehend 
"";·Jritten symbols because of a lack of understanding of 
meanings. They have found that emphasis on the meaning of 
13 Carl H. Delacato and Richard S. 11oyer, ncan 'Vle 
Teach ' 'lord T·ieaning?'" Elementary English, XXX (February , 1953), 
102-106. 
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experiences and words, and the correct understanding of the 
connotations of '\'lOrds are important factors in helping 
children to overcome reading problems. 
A pupil's understanding of 1.·mrds usually I'Iill in-
crease as the pupil reads. Unfruniliar words will often 
appear in a context '\'>Thich viill make the meanings unmis-
takable. Using the dictionary to find word meanings will 
increase comprehension. Teachers have found that pupils 
v'Tho become interested in \'VOrds and their meanings usually 
develop their vocabularies surprisingly. Interesting 
anecdotes about ~rmrd origins are therefore often used in 
an effort to stimulate interest in i'Vords. 
One cause of a lack of viOrd comprehension is the 
introduction of too many nei·T i'iords at one time. Another 
cause is a lack of association between the word and the 
eA~eriences of the pupil. If the material or its method 
of presentation is uninteresting , children may not pay 
attention to t he individual vmrd exercises. Physical de- ·· 
fects may interfere 't·vith attention or perception. 
Before reading be gins, the teacher should scan the 
selection for i'TOrds likely to be unknovm to the group and 
these words should be discussed and used in various sentences 
in "''ihich they \·Jill have a variety of as sociations. 
The use of activities such as field trips, plays, 
and puppet shol'lS, and the presentation of visual aids such 
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as la11.tern slides and picture dictionaries are aids tov1ard 
the improvement of "t'mrd comprehension. 
l.Iassoglial4 served as a teacher in the U.s. Army's 
Basic Education Progrmn for illiterates and retarded men. 
She found the men to be very receptive to instruction. 
Testing indicated that nine per cent of inductees needed 
classroom instruction to reach the fourth grade level 
required of all men in the service. Conditions for learning 
v.rere made as desirable as possible. Classes l-rere kept to a 
maximur:1 of t1:1enty men. Reading l•Tas emphasized. 'ilithin a 
fe1-v vTeeks, men who l'Tere either i l literate or extremely 
retarded were able to read letters from home and make use 
of some of the manuals vThich uere a part of their military 
training. Individual records l'Tere kept and made available 
to the men so that they could see their progress from one 
period to another. This is one exrunple of the use of 
reading techniques and their success in an organized program 
in the armed forces. 
14 Elinor T. Nassoglia, nrrm A Grade Teacher for Nen,n 
The Grade Teacher, L.."'L"'{I (June, 1954-), 23;77. 
CHAPTER II 
THE :t:IANUAL OF LESSONS 
I. I NTRODUCTION 
This paper has been prepared to give an objective 
viev-r of the procedures used at a special military school 
for educationally retarded men. 
To formulate aims and objectives for this program, 
it is first necessary to knolJ·J the men , their abilities and 
limitations. Therefore the follovring points ivere considered 
in developing these aims and objectives: 
1. The students are men of varied backgrounds and 
abilities. Their education is limited, as is 
their mental capacity. They range f rom non-
readers to people 1vho are capable of reading 
material of upper elementary school level. 
Generally speaking, they possess more proficiency 
in mathematics then in reading, hence the 
emphasis is placed on the reading processes. 
2. The time element of the course (four v;eeks) 
prohibits concentration on any one phase of the 
progr~n, and consequently only major areas of 
study and need are included in the course. 
3. An i mportm1t factor conducive to learning is the 
-~ fact that the men are usually genuinely interested 
• 
• 
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in learning . Schedules of training are such, 
hm·Tever, that the men are not given outside vmrk. 
vlith the foregoing considerations in mind, the 
follovdng objectives ,,rere formulated: 
Those 
1. To raise the men to a f ourth grade reading level. 
2. To give men a fundamental kno-;rlledge of military 
language~ 
3~ Ability to ttpassn special tests. 
4. Ability to recognize need for learning . 
The men can be classified into tvm main groups: 
1-IJho have had a number of years of schooling, and those 
'\'lith limited or no formal education. Of t he tHo groups, 
the former is the most difficult to vrork ''rith because of 
habits deeply engrained, and a sense of failure·. 'rhese men 
are difficult to approach because of t heir past failures, 
and possess very little confidence in their ability to learn. 
I>Ten 1-•rith little or no education are generally interested 
and can be more easily taught. 
It is felt that if optimum learning is to take place, 
a desire to learn must first be cultivated. This is done 
through the orientation program at the onset, and constantly 
throughout the student's stay at the school. A syr.~pathetic 
understandi ng and a personal interest in the grm·rth and 
development of each man must be shovm by t he instructor. 
Grade placement is done t hrough the use of three 
• 
• 
different tests plus the individual instructor's opinion 
on llhether the student \trill be at his proper level. 
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After a thorough screening combined v1ith close 
observation during class periods, the student can be placed 
on a level suited to his ovm ability. Proper grade p lace-
ment is important in that all levels of 1"JOrk vary in content 
and vocabulary of reading. 
A-standardized I. Q. is given to each man . It is 
adm.inistered in six parts in order for the individual to 
get a fair over-all score. Reading ability is not required 
in this type test and so the non-reader is not disqualified 
or set- ~·back because of lack of it. 
Following this a reading level test is given. The 
student reads selected \·lords for each grade . The ,,rords 
become progressively more difficult as the grade level 
increases. The instructor administering the test can 
judge fairly \·lell the reading level of the student. This 
definitely is not a final judgement but is only a start. 
After a preliminary division of the students into 
various classes, another reading placement test is administer-
ed by the individual instructors. This test score, along 
with the first test score, will determine the final grade 
placement for reading. 
In class the instructor watcher the men closely. He 
may send a man to a higher class or even a lmver one if the 
situation vrarrants such a change. This again v·rill be done 
to help the student. 
The instructors i'rork in groups of four under the 
direction of a supervisor. 
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The supervisor is responsible f or the \·Tork of his 
instructors and the men they teach. When nevv men are enroll-
ed at the school it is the duty of the supervisor to assign 
these men to various classes according to the results of 
tests given at the school. The supervisor then assigns an 
instructor to the particular class he 't1ishes him to teach 
and he himself takes a class. It is the duty of the super-
visor to see that the classes are run properly ~~d that they 
are dismissed at the proper time. 
If there is a disciplinary problem in a class that 
cannot be handled by the instructor, the case is brought 
to the supervisor's attention for appropriate action. 
The supervisor orients the ne\1 men and describes the 
various activ-ities going on at the school. I-L e introduces 
the men to their instructor and shoHs them to their class 
room. It is also the duty of the supervisor to hear all 
complaints from both students and instructors a.'l')_d t o settle 
them in the best "VJaY possible . 
During training students are required to pass tv-m 
main tests. I~1any r,1en enter school ~trith no reading ability 
at all and it is the instructor's job to help them in order 
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for each one to prepare himself for these tests. 
All military tests given are based on a fourth grade 
reading level. 
The tests are constructed from a large nQmber of 
questions called a npooln, made up by the testin8 section 
of the military. They are based on l ectures given the men 
as part of their regular militar y training . 
Before each test is given the school tries to con-
centrate on the i mmediate need; that of passing the test. 
About t hree classes of revimv are given on old tests of 
the type the men will take. Usually most of the students 
k novT the ansv1ers to t he questions, but it is t he problem 
of reading the test and being ab l e to anS\"ler it that causes 
difficulty . 'Vfith v.rords learned from previous classes plus 
h elp given on ne\•T vmrds, many can t hen recognize r.1ost of 
the questions and are able to anmver ther,1 correctly. The 
passing of these militar y tests is not the main objective 
of this school but it is a secondary goal. The classes in 
reading and gran1rnar all lead to reading i mprovement and vrhen 
t his is attained, a student usually can pass the military 
tests given to each man. 
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The School was established in bept ember of 1951 and 
was des igned primarily to mee t the neecls of educat ionally 
limited men unable to adeq_uately absorb regular training. 
The program, at its onset, consisted of instructions 1n 
L~ t'l.Guage and Applicatory Mathematics for a period of eight 
to twelve weeks. Men scoring sixty-five or b.elow on the 
General Classification Tes t were scheduled for i nstl~uct ions • 
.Jeta I . ""' · a:...:...ara inations a ~'!.d r ea.d in:;: l t:nrel t es t scores 
determined grade levels. The cla.sses were a part of the School 
and received an extensive training program. 
In October of 1951 the program was revised to 
consolidate the language instructions into a four week 
sc hedule. Successful completion of this program indicated the 
mens ability to absorb re£'1-llar t r a ini nG'. Under the new four 
week program men scoring seventy or below on the t est were 
recommended to this program for further screening. Here they 
are administered the Beta I. \l . examination and reading level 
test to determine further disposition in the program. Men 
scoring eighty or below on the l. (i. Test and/or 5.0 and below 
on the RL Test are retained for instruction. 
'I' he purpose of the material presented here is to 
establ ish a standardized course of study at the School. 
The course was designed expressly to meet the needs of 
this particular type program, and is· the result of extensive 
e·xpe l~i ence and r esearch. 
• 
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This plan is based on the observation that the 
educationally limited men have had some formal s chooling~ but 
due to their intelligence were urtable to absorb the l e.Jxnine; 
commensurate with their level of instruc t ion. Under this 
circumstance a rerledial t ype of teachin;; is best employed. 
Experience has shown that ungraded material ( word list, 
exercises. reading etc. ) cannot be successfully used because 
ess,ential s.kills are either taught as occasion demands or 
eliminated entirely, leaving many uvoicls or "gaps 1' in 
i ns truc ti on. Educationally deficient men cannot retain material 
presented in thi s manner because t here 1s no logical progression 
in the presentation~ too much material is used and the time 
element i s limited. 
These men need to "start over'' and review and relearn 
skills that have been forgotten or not learned at all. They 
cannot be taught by rrwhole word" concepts, because their 
knowledge upon the start of instruction shows that thus far 
they have little a.1)ili ty to :J.ttack unfamiliar words. The 
ungraded material and ''whole thou.sht rr concept are too broad 
for this remedial type of teaching. Instructions should be 
broken down to "basic unitsn presented in a progression. 
'rhis 11basic uni t n idea elimin.J.tes 11chance t eachi ng" a.nd is 
also diagnostic in nature. 
This plan was constructed by using material and 
instructors' experiences. A complete bibliography 1s. 
included in this syllabus listing reference books supplied 
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to us. It should be noted here~ that the basic skills and 
exercises included are those that have been actually tested 
and applied to this program and found to be successful. 
Emphasis should be· plac·ed on the use of this plan for the 
instructor to use as a guids in his teaching. 
The material presented here is desi gned to meet the 
needs of all four levels of instructions . Sugge·s ted 
supplemental activities are listed for the various levels~ 
instructors are not restricted to a time schedule. '!'his plan 
is a skeleton outline around which the instrtwtor can build 
his course of study and still teach the nessentials '' 
emphasized in this plan. 
The most common and by far the most crippling 
deficiency of handicaped readers is their inability to 
recognize words independently. The first objective of 
remedial teaching is therefore , to develop inde·pendence of 
work recognition through a versatile word attack . Thera are 
four definite ways to attack words . One means of a ttacking 
words should not be used to the exclusion of others, in this 
lesson plan we have included specifically two of these 
methods~ the other two should be instilled 1n the student by 
the instructor at every opportunity. 
The four methods are: 
l. Recognition of word by confit,JUration (physical 
pattern) or similarity to words already known. 
2. Reading for context clues (how the word applies 
to the meaning of the sentence as a whole). 
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3. Syllabication ( included in course of study). 
4 . Blendi ng of soun.ds to ob t a i n pronuncia tion of 
words. 
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J:l'IRST WEEK: MONDAY 
1. ORIENTATION 
Introduction to course of study, to create friendly 
and informal atmosphere in classroom. Explanation of the. 
importance of education and its influence on selection of 
specific type jobs.:Pnomote mo tivation in lear ning by 
encouraging students and developing a sense of confidence in 
their work. Instructor should attempt to show vvhy i t wil l be 
to the students advantage to lea rn t o r ead and wr ite 'tvell . 
a ) explanat ion of r eading mat erial 
b) purpose of training and discipline 
c ) ob jectives of progr run and expectation of s t udent s 
2. ADMINISTRATION OF STU SERIES '11ESTS 
a ) First Level PT J. l . I- I , A'll I- I 
oecond Le·vel RT TT I i J. - ' AT II- I 
Third Level R1.\ I II - I 3 .H.'J.' I I I- I 
1?ourth Level ·-·rl' ll IV- I ~ .ll'l' r\ ~ .i -
3. PRESENTATION OE' DOLCH BASIC SIGHT VOCABULARY 
Word list consis t s of 220 mos t common type words that 
appear consistently in ma jor part of all books and r eading 
mat erial. To be learned by Hinstand flas h r eco5-ni t ion"' no t 
for spelling or sounding. 
a) mimeographed list distributed to class 
b ) oral pronunciation of each word 
c) flash card drills 
d) building sentences from words 
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4. ORAL !ND SIL:rtf\r~~ READING DRILL 
*Reading hints to be explained to class : 
a ) Skip unknown words , r eacl tr!e complete sentence 
then return to word~ try t o anticipate meaning of 
word. Use t he meaning of the sentence to make 
intelligent guess at tl~ word. 
b) Phrase reading, underline series of words to be 
read as, a unit, point out word phrases to students, 
have them read phrases orally. 
c) Sentenee· reading, for meaning explain how sentence 
will answer questions nwho, when, where" . 
d) Paragraph reading, explain to students sequence of 
events in par~raph reading, how to note detail, 
read for one detail . 
1 .. 
COURSE OF IN~f.RUOTION 
FIRST WEEK: TUESDAY 
l. REVIEW OF DOLCH LIST 
a) written exercise of U.D_famil iar words . 
b) flash card drill with s tudents writing out words 
from instant flash. 
c) oral pronunciation of each word. 
2. CLASSROCXVl ACTIVI'l1I ES 
a) peDIIlanship drill using alphabet chart, practice 
manuscript and cursive wr iting. 
b) explanation of facts on sen tence construction. 
I . Sentence is a group of words expr ess ing a 
complete thought. 
2. All sentences begin with a capital letter. 
3. Explain the use, of periods. quest ion, 
quotation. and exclamation marks. 
4. Practice writing sentences .on blackboard, 
employ words from Dolch List. 
3. READING WrtCISE 
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a) oral and silent reading of sugges t ed mat erial for 
specific grade level. 
b) record grades and note any particular 
deficiencies. 
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FIRST \1.EEK: ~VED~lliSDAY 
1. HTTRODUCTI ON OF SINGLE CONSONANT SOUNDS 
The following consonants are essentidl to this program, 
but care· must be taken to the teaching of them. The instructor 
should present each consonant sound with a word rather than 
isolate it. The sounding of an isolated consonant tends to 
place exaggerated emphasis on the l etter involved. For example 
in the teaching of the consonant ns 11 present it with the words 
lis ted below and DO NOT .pronounce tb.e sound singly :J do the 
same for all other single and double consonants.. The 
consonants below have been selected becaus.e of their high. 
frequency in word formations. 
2_ 
.JL _L _lL _JL _1L _jl_ J_ ..L _JL _1_ ...JL 
sat man fan ran gas nat bad tap pat dad l ad wag 
set met fed red get net bet ten pet den let wet 
sit miss fit r1p gig nip big tip plg did lip Wln 
sob mop fog rob got not bob tot pop dot lot 
sun muff fun rug gun nut but tug pug dug lug 
_lL _L C·K (combined because of similarity of sound} 
ham Jam cat 
hen jet keg 
hit jim kit 
hop job cod 
hub jug cup 
2 .• 
• 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOT:-1 SINGLE CONSON.A.NT DRILLS 
a) Word building exercise - list on blackboard -
parts of words which, with the addition of an initial 
consonant will form one of the words of the single 
consonant word list. 
Rx. Base letter uA!IP'. Build words: by adding 
consonants ''Rn (ran}., '''T'' (tan}, ''F" (fan}, "]" (dan}, 
"Bu (ban), ''M" (man) , 
b) Copy word lis.t on lhlackboard, students and 
instructor read orally. 
c) Sentence exercise; fill in word b1amks. 
EXamples of fill-in sentences: 
a) What 1s your with the rail road (job) 
b) r he auto go t in the raiit ( vv.e t) 
Sentences can be wri tten on blackboard wi th 
consonant word omitted. Students will fill in the 
correct word from a list of consonant words. 
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION 
ll'IRST WE.BK: THURSDAY 
1. INTRODUCTIQl\T OF DOUBLE CONSONANT SOLThTDS 
a) Letter combinations (blackboard drill emphasizing 
sounding of double consonants in context of word.) 
Use same method as single consonant word drill. 
Double consonants selected for !ligh frequency in 
word formations: 
s hack chap 
shed chest 
bank that 
sank them 
whack black clap flag 
when bled cl ench flesh 
whip blink clip flip 
slam 
sled 
ship chip 
shot chop 
rink this 
link thumb 
shut chum bunk 
n 
plan 
plot 
plug 
.Y:L 
glad 
glen 
glint 
smash snap spat 
smell sniff spell 
smith snob sp1n 
smock snub spot 
smug spun 
slip 
blot clock flock slot 
blush club flunk slug 
swam stack brag crash 
swell step bred cres t 
swim stick briG crib 
swab stop brush crop 
svrum stuff crust 
ill1 S'C. SK (combined because of 
drag 
dress 
drip 
drop 
drum 
frank prank 
fresh press 
frisk pr1m 
from prop 
frump 
trap scab. similarity of sound. ) 
tress sketch 
trip skin 
trot scotch 
trunk scuff 
FIR3r WEEK: THURSDl1Y Con t: 
NG(A. ) NG(I} NG·(U} 
sang sing sung 
bang fli ng lung 
hang thing hung 
2. SUGGESTED EXERCISES J?OR DOUBLS CONSONANT DRILL 
a) Written exercise~ Building· words by combining 
double consonants with stem words. Ex: Stem word 
ACK - Consonant m! - Completed w.ord: . SHACK. 
b) Word stem listings: 
ACK. EST. UNK. ESH. ING. IP. EN. IS .. AP. etc. 
c) Sentence exercise: fill in word blanks. (Same as 
consonant drill) 
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION 
FIRST WREK: SATURD!Y 
1. REVIEW MATERIAL ffiESENTED DURING TF_E COURSE OF THE WEFl\. 
a) Use Dolch flash card drill and explain importance 
of recognizing "certain words". 
b) Practi'ce building sentences with the "certain 
words". At the same time cover the skills of good 
sentences, what it must consist oi, etc •. 
c) List the sirgle consonants on t he lhlackboard, ask 
for words beginning with these letters, emphasize 
sounding of the selected consonants. Do the same 
with the double consonant sounds,. list the better 
combinations on the blackboar d and ask for words 
employing these· sounds. 
d) Select short story for oral and silent r ead ing, 
discuss the reading hints explained earlier in tbe 
week, skipping unknown words, sen tenc e r ead ing , 
phrase reading and paragraph reading. Discuss 
material read. 
e) Practice penmanship, manuscript and curs1ve writing, 
administer individual attention to those needi nG i t . 
f) If time is alloted have students write a short 
letter, outline on the blackboard the block style 
for letter writing. 
, .... 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION 
SECmm WEEK: MONDAY 
1. TEACHING OF "R" WITH THE VOWELS 
There are many words which contain the letters .AR, ER, 
IR, OR, UR, These sounds have be en isolated for teaching in a 
separate lesson because :tR" wi th one other vowel has a 
spe·cialized sound. The sounds should be t aught i n whole word 
context - same as in single and double consonant drills. 
a) Blackboard drill , listing "R" with the vowels • 
.&1 ER IR .QR UR 
far her sir for turn 
chart jerk girl cork nurse 
spark term dirt torch burn 
sear clerk first horse hurt 
barn third born cure· 
b) "ERn at the end of '\liKl rds: 
1. When there is one vowel bemore the final 
consonant, double the f inal consonant and 
add 11ER". 
bet - better 
wet - wetter 
hit - hitter 
fit - fitter 
dig - digger 
rob - r obber 
hot - hotter 
sad - sadder 
sit - sitter 
big- bigger 
2. When there are two consonants at t he end of 
the word, merely add "ER". 
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SECOND WEEK: MONDAY Cont: 
track - tracker plant - planter 
deep 
-
deeper drift - drifter 
lock locker sing - singer 
fresh - fresher paint painter 
think - thinker swift - swifter 
3. ~1hen the word ends in rtn n, add "R". 
EX: . smoke --- smoker 
2. SUGGESTED .ACTIVITIES FOR rtE.ACHING nR" Wl11H THE VOWELS 
a) Building words by combining "Ru (with the vowels} 
with a word stem or part of a word. EX: Combining 
"R" with the vowel with an initial consonant. 
"AR" with "F" is FAR~ etc •• This can be done with 
double consonants· also. 
b) Adding ttER" to w:>rd stems by three rules quoted 
above. 
• 
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COUHSE. OF INSTRUCTION 
SEC 01TD WEEK: TUESDAY 
1. Teaching of Digraphs <3!1d Diphthongs 
The following digraphs and diphthongs were selected 
because of their frequent appearance in every day English. 
Those selected do not comprise the entire list of digraphs 
and diphthongs, but they are among the most common and are, 
essential for the student to know. DO NOT emphasize isolated 
sounds - use whole word method. In teaching the digraphs 
expla in - two vowels have one sound. In teaching the 
diphthongs explain - two vowels have two separ at e sounds. 
a) Diagraphs (combination of two vowels having one 
sound). 
1. Blackboard drill: 
Al ill EE ~ EA IE y QE .QA ill! 
trail play fleet teach die fly foe load slow 
grain sway b:reeze leave lie sky hoe roast f low 
pain clay sheet clean tie cry goes so ad show 
raid may sheep cheat fried dry toe float t hrow 
wait tray sweep cream pie why joe coach snow 
.all. (Two Syllables) .Q.Q EW UE .QQ 
follow cool blew blue look 
pillow loose crew clue shook 
yellow stool drew true wood 
window stoop grew brook 
shadow broom brew stood 
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SECOJ\ID YlEEK : TUESDAY Cont: 
2. WORD BUILDING EXERCISE 
a) List digraphs on blackboard, build whole words by 
adding single and double consonants. 
b) Students construct original sentences using digraph 
words. Check for good sent4nce sense ,. punctuation, 
capitalization, spelling, etc., 
3. uROGRAPHY EXERCISE 
a) Story of Other Lands and People, from :deader' s 
Digest Series. Use of world map for illustra tion. 
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COURSE OF INS'I•RUCTION 
SECOND WEEK: WEDl\!ESD AY 
1. TEACHING ~· DIPHTHOWGS (A union of two vowels pronounced 
together in one syllable giving 
a new sound. ) 
Use same method employed in digraphs • 
.illl JJ1. .Ql ~ .AW ~u 
mouse now oil boy law paul 
found cow coin joy lawn haul 
ground chow JOln toy claw pause 
cloud powder point oyster pawn cause 
count tower boil fault 
2. REVIEV'l OF DIGRAPHS Al\T D DIPHTHONG:~ 
Digraphs: Combination of two vowels having one sound~ 
the first vowel is pronounced while t he second is silent. 
("AI It equals U.A,tt" "EAU equals "E" ~ no.iP' equals no") Ex: 
May - Toe - Pie - Joe· 
Diphthongs: A combination of two vowels having a ttnew" 
sound. Both vmvels are. pronounced, I .E., uouu equals "OU", 
"OW" equals "OW", Ex: Mouse - Oil - Claw - How - Toy - Paul. 
a) Oral blackboard drill with lists of digraphs and 
diphthongs. 
b) Written exercise using indiscriminate list of bot h 
digraphs and diphthongs to be l abel ed correctly b.y 
student. 
c} Sentence construction usin_g words listed. 
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SEOQT\ID WEEK : 'l'HURSDAY 
l. TEACHING OF SPECIALI ZliD SOIDTDS 
These sounds have be en selected over others because they 
appear frequently in all phases of Engl ish. There has been no 
at tempt to include all sounds because time is. extremely limited, 
but those sounds listed are those which the student will meet 
fre·quently and should know. An important concept to instill 1n 
the student is that even though the English lafloP'llage is 
irregular in many respects, there are many basic rules that he 
can easily learn not only as a rule. hut the application of also. 
The purpose of emphasizing these rules is to create a feeling of 
independence and confidence in the student. Being able to apply 
the rules in attacking unfamiliar words will stimulate learning 
situations and individual confidence in work. 
~ .AL. 1!E. (Sound o.f J. ) OR (Sound as. ER.) 
ball halt age motor 
tall malt large sailor 
stall bald serge· doctor 
small salt singe t ailor 
sg_uall lunge 
ED sounded as D TED sounded as TED DED sounded as J2.E12 
kill - killed past - pasted sound - sounded. 
play - played 
brag - bragged 
seat - seated crowd - crowded 
,..,E.COiNID 1~fk'EK· U · . , i.l l !L 0 THURSDAY Cont: 
ED Sounded as T 
kiss 
-
kissed (T) 
reach - reached (T} 
race - raced (T) 
stop - stopped (T) 
2. ADDITION OF FINAL "Eu TO ONE SYLLABLE_ WORDS: 
A words 
can - cane 
hat - ~te 
cap - cape 
tap - tape 
mad - made 
3. SUGGESTED EXERCISES 
1 words 
rip - ripe 
hid - hide 
shin - shine 
rid - ride 
kit - kite 
0 words 
hop - hope 
rob - robe 
mop - mope 
rod - rode 
not - note 
1. List specialized sounds on b-lackboard,. conduct 
word drill employing t hese sounds. 
2. Write a list of words and have students· add ED 
them. 
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oral 
to 
3. Sentence fill-ins,. giving student choice of words to 
pick to complete the meaning of the s.en tence . I .E •• 
"The boy (mad - made ) a model airplane"; "The man 
will (rid - ride} the hor·sen. 
Choose one. 
4. Letter writing exercise. 
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COURSE CF INSTHUCTIQN 
SEOOtTD WEEK: SATURDAY 
1. REVIEW OF MATERI 1~ TO DllT:li : 
a) _4, spelling test emphasizing some sounds taught 
during the first two weeks. 
block snap saw beef house 
click spell first read join 
flag stock small died joy 
drip sweep storm sky range 
scan crush park soap food. 
skate dress jail toe blew 
smell brig play throw knife 
2. ORAL REVIEW CF: 
a) Dolch word list. (Flash card drill.) 
b) Single Consonants 
List on ~lackboard 
Double Consonants 
c) "R" with a vowel. 
d) Digraphs. 
e) Diphthongs. 
f ) Specialized sounds. 
CQURSg .OF" INSTHUCTION 
THIRD WEEK : MOND1lY, TUESDAY, W.~~D~qSDAY 
1. TEACHING OF SYLL.A13ICATION 
After the teaching of the var tous sounds a..nd words of 
this lesson it is· necessary to teach syllabicat i.on. 
Syllabication is the means by which words can be easily 
spelled and pronounced. Syllabication can become a tool for 
the student to use in independent word attack. The syllabi-
cation methods suggested here for teaching may seem to be too 
complicated for retarded stud.ents; actually they are not~ they 
contribute materially to the real objective of all worcl 
perception teaching - independence of word recogn.i tion • 
.i) The three steps to follow in breaking a word int.o 
syllables are: 
1. Look for compound words. (one word composed of 
two smaller words.) 
Ex: air port ,. oat meal , hand some , blue bird 
Word exercise on next page 
2. Take off prefixes and suffixes-: (there are a 
number of stock prefixes and suffixes that the 
student will have to be taught to recognize) 
(no attempt should be made to teach the meaning 
of prefixes and suffixes) 
3. If the two rules above do not apply break down 
the word by using these rules: 
, ... 
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THIRD WEEK~ MmrDAY, TU1S'DAY, ViEDN"ESD.AY Cont: 
a) Generally speaking the number of vowels ln a 
word will indicate the number of syllables. 
Double vowels (i.e. ee,. ea~ ie, ai,. ay,. oe,. oa, 
etc.) are tre exception here as they have the 
value of one sou...t'J_d. 
Example: HEFRESHMENT has three vowels and has three 
syllables. It is important to point out 
that each syllable must contain one of 
five vowels. (a~ e-, i, o, u.) 
EYFRESHIMM 3 vowels; 3 syllab1e·s 
b) A double consonant is split in the middle in all 
eases. 
Example: rib/bon, bon/net, rob/ber, flan/nel, etc. 
e) When two unlike consonants come t ogether the word 
is usually split between them. 
Example: in/for/mal, foun/tain, ad/van/tage, etc •• 
d) Vowel-consonant-vowel pattern. These words are 
always split before the consonant. 
Example: oc/cu/pa/tion,. con/so/la/tion,con/si/der. 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
Word exercises: 
1. Compound words; students split whole words i nto two 
parts,. Underline each part. 
airport 
oatmeal 
handsome 
everyone schoolroom understood 
moonlight 
fishhook 
afternoon 
pocketbook 
broomstick 
footstep 
... 
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THIRD WEEK : MOl\TD.AY, TUESDAY, WEDNE~DAY Cont: 
bluebird woodcutter bedroom sunbonnet 
cornfield fireman grapevine horseback 
, grandmother snowball evergreen fisherman 
deerskin rosebud newspaper doorstep 
classmate fireside butterfly railroad 
sunshine sidewalk peanut pancake 
sometimes playhouse underbush 1LTJ.de r 1 ine 
overcrowded seacoast household seaplane 
headlight. ashtray bracelet mailman 
sheepskin nightgown bookcase bonfire 
ashpit playground snowshoe hardship 
gravestone shoestring workshop blueprint 
2. Prefixe·s and suffix.es Stock list for stud.en ts to 
recogntze . 
a) Prefixes - one or more syllables which are put 
at the beginning of the word to change its 
meaning. 
sub pro in 
post en pre 
per re con 
mlS de ex 
mal un com 
ad dis 
b) Suffixes - one or more syllables added to the 
.. end of a word to change its meaning or to make 
a new word. 
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T1 I PIJ r ·,;'EJ.' · I. l JJ'J I· ~ . MONDAY. TUESDAY. WED1IESDAY Cont: 
tion ment ful 
lVe less y 
ing al ance 
1. TEACHING OF SYLLABICATION 
CLASSROClJi ACTIVITIES' 
ness ab1e 
ly . s-ron 
ous 1sm 
2. Prefixes and Suffixes (con't) word exercise; 
students underline prefizes and suffixes . 
refreshment 
resentful 
unlikely 
confusing 
repainted 
commission 
extracting 
describes 
dismounted 
profession 
exactly 
preferred 
inspe·ct ion 
rewarded 
contentment 
pensions 
remember 
prot ect i on 
ailments 
in tending 
ungrateful 
di sgr aceful 
producing 
expanded 
intent ion 
reduction 
discusses 
det ent ion 
r es tor ing 
. . 1ncreasug 
consider 
protesting 
providing 
compared 
expired 
coastantly 
except ion 
express ion 
unmindful 
treatment 
repai ring 
envious 
complet ion 
deta ined 
retirenent 
remaining 
constr uc tion enfo rceLJ.en.t 
promotion 
payment 
unfriendly 
disproving 
progr am 
repayment 
en joyment 
r elieious 
ext ension 
convulsion 
provoking 
unmindful 
commonly 
convention 
enlistment 
cont a ining 
excluding 
illnesses 
exertion 
:cel aying 
.!'. .L 
r8 .L lh8lll811 t. 
enchu.ntment 
enlargement 
displacement 
provision 
repent ent 
conversed 
sonf ess ing 
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THIRD WEEK: MONDAY, rrUESDAY .. fJETINESDiiY Cant: 
expected excitement exception prevention 
recovery delightful protesting disdainful 
distrustful enriched proposing reflexion 
remotely discharged relation ensl aving 
conviction confession conductor unhappy 
precaution unlikely depression retentioD. 
unhealthful . . 1nvas1on 
CLASSROOM ACT I VI ~1 I frtS 
Oral review of: Compound words 
Pr efixes <·.:L.. a. suffb:es 
Splitting of double consonants 
Splitting of unlike consonants 
Splitti~ of vowel-consonant-vowel 
pa ttern 
Emphasis that the number of vowels 
in a word will indicate the number 
of syllables 
Written exerc1se: .B1rom word list select 60 words for 
students to copy and syllabica te; 
beside each word students should 
write the number of vowels to the 
left of the word and the nmnber of 
syllables to the right of the viord. 
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"'1::. 1L1J 1 I I · • J ~ 4 !.. • MONDAY, TUESDAY, VlED:trESDAY Cont: 
sober retort absorb cozy flannel 
sensation accurate aaintain disappear inventor 
indifferent opponent exclamation stanza button 
acrobat discover nodded robbe r lesson 
scaffold disregard formula inhuman solution 
conversation information escape vacation security 
establish tgnorance innovation horizon kodak 
·lil>cat ion objection occupation persecute plumage 
dragon reliable sel ection assert burlap 
spectators muffle garment abdomen pennant 
disembark oration performers hundred coffee 
observation boP..net collection suddenly plenty 
aston Universi~1 
B l f Educatl.Otl Schoo o . . 
Librarl' 
COURSE OF INSTRUCT I ON 
THIRD WEEK: THURSDAY 
1. TEAOHIWG OF 1iH:E USE OJ!' 1HE DIO'l'IONARY 
The following drills used in this section have been 
developed for use with retarded students and present the 
essential dictionary skills in a minimum time. 
11. Emphasize value of dictionary: 
1. definition of words 
2. spelling 
3. pronouncia tion 
4. synonyms 
5. syllabication 
6. part of speech 
B. System of alphabetizing: 
l. words in dictionary arrane;ed 1n alphabetical 
order 
2. recite alphabet 
3. practice opening dictionary 
WRITTF.W Ji!Xlii-WISE: Alphabet practice 
a) WORD 
carat 
Where· I opened the dictionary 
yam 
mauve 
handful 
rivet 
energy 
scornful 
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THIRD \VEEK: TWJ.RSDAY Cont: 
reckon 
jasper 
trinket 
b) Cross out the words in each coluran that spoil 
the alphabetical order. 
aileron deal northwest tavern 
burro hidden seven useless 
task ivory orange account 
cover January peat visit 
doubt keep weaver whisper 
ever zenith question rite· 
crash friend rally overboard 
fresh load swerve yard 
grand money powder zero 
Ten words crossed out in all. 
4. When two mrds begin with the same letter you 
must look at t he second letter of th e words to 
decide which comes first. 
'.' ri tten exerc i se ; 
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a) list of pair of words; copy on paper , circle t1e 
word which comes first in the dictionary . 
frank-find 
clever-crash 
essay-eleven 
book-brand 
laves-lean 
pearl-price 
wood-widen 
rivet-rover 
inves t-irk 
smart-slave 
• 
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THIPJ) Wl~EK: TiillRSDAY Cant: 
C. Teachiv~ guide words 
l. Most dictionaries have two columns of words on 
a page. In the upper lef-t-hand corner , above the 
first column is printed the f irst guide word. In 
the upper right-hand corner is t he seco 1.d .:SU-ide 
word. The first guide word is the same as the 
first word in the first column. The second 6Uide 
word is the last word in the las t column. If you 
are looking up a word you need only to look at 
the two guide words to find whether the word you 
want is on that page or not. 
~Vritten exercises for use of guide words . 
a) Copy the list of words and aft er each one write 
the two guide words which are at the t op of t he 
page on which you found the word. 
'Jords 
energy 
jailer 
opal 
treachery 
yode1 
nervous 
unite 
.o-ra vel 
<..:> 
annoy 
winsome 
First guide word Second guide word 
COURSE . OF. INS11RUOT I ON 
THIRD VfEEK: SATURDAY 
l. ADMINISTER COMPREHJ~l\TSIVE .~XAlvl 
a) Examination is given as a prelude to the 
original which is to be administered Monday of 
the fourth week. 
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b) Using the· Ial answer sheets the t es-t can be 
administered and graded during one class period. 
It is· advised to review· the test orally so as to 
clarify any misunderstandings. 
2. 'l'IME ALLOTED: 
Flash card drill word list. 
Difficult words should be put on blackboard 
for students to copy and study. 
Question and answer period on subjects. Use of 
i t .em pool is advisable. 
COURSE CF INSTRUCTION 
FOURTH WEEK: MONDAY 
1. ADMHTI TRATIOl\T O:B' '>UBJ.ECTS ~XAM AND READING 
PL.ACEiv. EN'l1 T'H\)'11• 
a) Class aC'!se.rnblecJ. in large classroom, exams 
administered collectively to the classes . 
2. INSTRUCTORS ADMINISTSR READING LEVEL RE'l1EST '110 
iNDIVIDUAL CLASSES. 
3. ADMI~ITSTRATION OF STU SERIES TEST. (Time alloted -
continue on Tuesday if necessary.) 
First Level • • • • • RT-1-2 AT-1-2 
Second Level • • • • RT-11-2 AT-2-2 
Third Level • • • • • RT-111-2 AT-3-2 
Fourth Level • • • • HT-IV-2 AT-4-2 
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COURSE OF INS11RUC~r!ON 
FOURTH WEEK: TUESDAY 
l. '11EAOHING OF" THE USR OF 1lH.: ~ DICTI Ol\f.A.BV. 
d) 1eaching synonyms . 
l. An important use of the dictionary is that i t . 
will furnish the meaning of words. Sometimes 
words are explained by a sentence or two . 
Sometimes a picture is· drawn to show what the 
word means. Another way to explain the meaniQg 
of a word is to give· a snyonym. A svnonym is a 
word that means t he same or almost the sr:une as 
another word. For example, a synonym of fast 1s 
quick, a synonym of king is ruler. 
WRITTEN EXERCISE: Copy the list of words and find a synonym 
for wach. 
Word Synonym Word Synonym 
lexicon frenzy 
dell trash 
placid idiom 
fop legume 
sprint facsimile 
tradition lacquer 
hapless harakiri 
colossal tatter 
s·cenario vanquish 
compromise ailment 
FOURTH WEEK: TUESDAY Con t ~ 
e) Teaching spelling. 
1, The d.i ctionary is also useful to give you the 
correct spelling of words. 
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WRITTEN EXERCISE: Some of the words ln. the following 
exercise are misspelled. Write all 
the incorrectly spelled words. 
correctly. 
l eiutenant guarrantee locamotive 
embarras original wooly 
qu1n1ne knowledge explanation 
tantrum interupt desperate 
pneumonia surrender seperate 
batallion turpentine grammer 
diphtheria cartridge bycicle 
recive boulevard chandelier 
ceiling shellack somersaut 
alrieht ma.rnal ukelele 
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FOURTH ~vEEK : WEDNESDAY Cont: 
f) Teaching syllables. 
1. Another help which the dictionary gives is to 
shov1 you ho'V<r to pronounce a 't'lord correctly. 
One vxay to make the pronouncing of a \'ford 
easier is to break the word up into several 
little "t·mrds. The dictionary ah Jays breaks 
the long v10rds into par ts 'tvhich are called 
syllables. 
WRITTEN EXERCISE : Here is a list of 't'mrds, break 
each word into syllables, remember 
to use the rules you have already 
learned. 
comment exc onununi cat e plaintive 
provide magneto unification 
intensive scientific gratification 
magnetic frustrate nominal 
incriminate calcimine extradition 
g) Suggested classroom activities employing t he 
dictionary. 
1. Letter vr.riting. 
2. Building sentences from given list of vmrds. 
3. Dictionary drill with 't'J"Ord list. 
4. Reading exercise with dictionary. 
FOURTH 'VffiEK: THURSDAY G:ont: 
1. Administration of Final Exrunination. 
A. Dictation by instructor of some passage 
comparable to grade level. Passage to be 
corrected for spelling and punctuation and 
to consist of from one hundred to two 
hundred "Vrords . 
B. Original type composition to be entitled 
"Things I have learned "VThile at Schooln. 
Instructor to list vmrds that can be used 
in composition '\JITriting. 
1. Syllabication 
2. Dictionary 
3· Punctuation 
4. Spelling 
5. Letter writing 
6. Consonants and vowels 
7. Sentence construction 
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C. Reading test composed by instructor to test 
student comprehension and retention at 
comparative grade level. 
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FOURTH WEZK : FRIDAY Cont. 
1. Culmination of Course of Study. 
A. Return test papers and oral revievT of test. 
B. Individual conference \v.Lth each student. 
c. Discussion of in~ortance of education, give 
kno"to;ledge of means to furt her education. 
1. Develop good reading habits. 
a) magazines 
b) nevTSpapers 
c) books 
2. Frequent libraries. 
3. Apply for correspondence courses to 
obtain high school diploma as goal. 
• 
/ 
CH.AP'l.'ER THREE 
Analysis of ]ata 
It was the purpose of thi s study to determine the 
a.moU!lt of growth resul t ing from four '.'lveks of intensive 
remedial instruction i n reading for an adult m· ... l e population. 
The data was analyzed to show: 
1. The age r a.nge of the participant s . 
2. The home location of the participants. 
3. The educational level. 
4 . The me&n lntellig~nc e ~uo t ient. 
5. The mean reading score previous to ins truction . 
6. ~'he rnean reading score after instruct ion. 
7. The ga1n 1n r eading. 
The data ~e re further · nalyzed by qua.rtil es based on 
Intelligence l~uotient in orcler to determine which group 
profited. rrost by t he intensive instruction. 
Tk.BLE I 
Age Range of 1542 Cases 
=
==============:-::: - ----- - ---- - - -------~-- - - -··----
- ·····--- --·--··--· - -- -- - ----- -- ---- ~ ~-
Range Mean Standard Devia tion 
----- - ----- --- --- - - ·- - ------· ·- - ----
16 - 30 18.18 7. 47 
An examination of 'J.lable I shows that the rnen ranged 
• 
from 16 to 30 years of age. The mean age of 18.18 years 
i ndicat es tha t the greates t mw1 er of the 1542 cases were 
under 20 years of age. 
• 
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TABLE II 
Home Location of Partic ipants 
-.. - _- -_..::-..=..=-. - .-... -.. ----- =-- -_-__ -.:::::--_-__ -___  -_ - ·· - ---.. ___ -__ -___ -_ ---· - ·---- - -~ -·---
St ate No. of Cases 
.. - -- ... .._ _ . .. - - --·- - .. - ~- ·- .....__ 
.Alabama 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Fl ori da 
Geor.o·ia 0 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kentucky 
Maine 
Maryland 
LJ.assachuset t s 
Liichigan 
l~iississ ipp i 
New Hampshi re 
New Jersey 
~Tew York 
For th Carol ina 
Ohio 
... ennsylvania 
l ~hoc.le I s l ::... d 
South Carolina 
101 
14 
6 
41 
65 
6 
4 
128 
19 
54 
'45. 
3 
83 
5 
48. 
187 
123 
68 
114 
5 
75 
6.55 
.93 
.39 
2.65 
4. 23 
.39 
.26 
8. 33 
1.25 
3. 50 
2. 97 
.19 
5. 39 
.33 
3 . 14 
12.12 
7.97 
4 . 45 
7.39 
.33 
4.88 
TABLE I I 
State No. of Oases Per centage 
Tennessee 123 7.97 
Virginia 75 4. 86 
1:[est Virginia - 11:4 l~ . 9. 3i1 
1542 1 ooo1 
- IU 
~Phe partic ipant s ca.rne f rom 24 different states. A 
l a rge percentage of tb.e men from New Yor k and ,...e nnsylvc:~n i a 
came from urban rather t!nn r tLral areas of the sta.tes l is t ed. 
column will show that the grea test percentage of t he 1542 
CZJ.s es v;ar e f r om the Jou tl1ern J tat es . 
It is 62.17% students from the Southern States to 
37.83 of the Northern Stat es . 
• 
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TABLE III 
Educational Levels of 1542 Part icipants 
Range Mean Standard Dev iation 
- ------ - - ----- -- - - -- - --·--
2- 13 7.76 4.92 
Tb.e educational level is a measure of the l as t school 
gr ade attended and r anges from Grade II through fresillnm1 in 
college . The mean gr ade l evel was seventh v;i t h a s tund:ird 
deviation of 4.92. 
TABLE IV 
Intelligence Quotients for l5L12 Gases 
------------- - -- -- ---w·---· - , '.,. .._ - "'"--~ - - - ' -- • ' - ~ _ __._ --~-
Hange Mean Standard Deviation 
48 - 110 86.'71 10.4'7 
Although the Intelligence q,uotient of the participants 
ranged f rom 48 t o 110 on t he bas is of a Sfanford-Binet 
Intelligence score, the mean Intelligence Quoti ent f ell :.1 t 
8G .7l with a Standard Deviation of 10. 47. The group as a 
whole ViaS below aver aee intelligence. 
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Mean Reading Score for 1542 Cases before Instruction 
Bange Mean Standard Deviation 
1.0 - 6.9 4.65 10.76 
_ _ ______ _ __ .. ____ _ _ 
The reading level varied from first grade to sixth 
gr ade level before instruction. The Standard Deviation of 
10.76 indicates the wide spread in score. 
TABLE VI 
lliean Reading Score for 1542 Cases after Instruction 
- - - .. - ----·····- ---··-- - -
Range Mean Standard Deviation 
1.0 - 8.7 4.95 11.94 
The above table indicates that instruction i r..creased. 
the range of ability. It did nothing to eradicate t he lowes t 
score, although the number at fi rst grade l evel moved f r om 
16 to 1. The mean score stays at grade four and shmvs only 
. 3 improvemen t in raw score . 
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TABLE VII 
Difference in Means Before and .Af t er Instruct ions -
Mean S. D. S. E. M. Diff. S. R.Diff. (1 D \.) . J.l... 
-------------------·-------·------·----· 
1542 4.65. 10.76 .274 
.3 .43? .686 
1542 4.95 11.94 .34 
The difference between means of .3 is so low that it 
1s obvious there is no sta tistical significance which is 
borne out by the Cr i tical ~iatio . 685 . 
Because the mean differences were so low and the range 
indicated two years greater spread after teaching it was f elt 
wise to analyze the data by quartiles . 11he 1542 cases were 
el i vided into four quartiles on the basis of Intelligence 
Qup t i ent . The di ffel"ence in mean f or before ~:md after rewl i ng 
scores was det ermined for each ~uartile. The results of thi s 
analys i s follow. 
For the first quartile which, on the bas is of 
intell i gence gr ouping,. is 385 cases who have Intelligence 
Quotient's r anging from 9.~1,- 110 on t he St anfo rd.- Bine t Non-
Verbal he ndin£; t es t. 
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TAE·LE VIII 
Difference ia Means Before and After Instruction of 
385 Gases - Int ell igence ~uo tient f rom 110 - 94 . 
No. Mean S. D. 8. R .. M. Diff. S. E. Diff. · C .. R. 
385 3.88 9 .46 
.63 .7 .9 
385 4.51 10.44 .53 
The difference between Means is .63 and it i s obvious 
ln t his t able J 1 ..L J... ' . • • "" . ,., ~- , <~ I I , , e· ;~e- .L. ' " no· <~ , :::··~ ·, T 1 c ··n ce o·.-v ... C y U U.&. - - - "-.J - • '-" -u~---- -'-- '"'-W! ~ - ~t · ti .t iC '_ ., >...J ~ -'-' v - -'-
nature by the Critical Ratio which is only .9. 
Fol lowing i s t abl e 9 whi ch wi ll det ermine the critic·::.. 
ratio of the instructional procedures and improvement s . 
TABLE IX 
Difference in Means Before and ! ft er Ins truction -
385 cases - Int elligence c~uot i ent from 93 - 87. 
1-.To. Mean S. D. S. E. M. Diff. S. E. Diff . C. R. 
385 4.03 9.78 .5 
.62 .86 
385 4.65 10.41 .53 
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The difference in the mea.ns is onl t .62 and the 
Critical Ratio is of no statistical significance in that it 
i s on~y . 86 for the r eslu t . 
1'AB1E X 
Differences in Mean Before and after Instruction of 
385 Cases - Int elligence (~uoti ent 80 - 87. 
No. Mean S. D. B. E .JVi . Diff. S. R. Diff. C. R. 
------------------·- --· 
385 4.2 10 .51 
.62 .78 .794 
385 4.82 11.52 .59 
--------------------------------------------- ----------
This quartile has 385 cases and a difference 1n 
Ji.ieans of only • 62. Thi s , also~ is of no st · t is t i cal 
eigrrific3nce in t~~t it f all s belo~ the st~nddrd Jf 2.576 
1i 1his shows the instruction 1ot to be of sufficie n: 
"" i :t'n l.f l·, :.l ,. , .. ,_, 1· n 1·ts r"" ul ts 
·:J - ....::> _ v ...:.v ...• v "-' __ - v • 
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TABLE XI 
Difference in Means Before and .After Instruction of 
385 cases - Intel ligence "Luoti snt 3.0 - ~18 
,..., ,... 1) No. M.ean D. S.E.M. Diff. 1<' Diff. c. u. J .:.! . .Ll • • 
---·- ---
385 4.57 12.27 .626 
.74 .94 .784 
385 5.31 13.83 .7 
The difference between means of only • 74 is low a..'l.d 
there ls no statistical significance which is brouGht out 'oy 
the fact of the Critical Rat io being only .784. 
The following r esults are t b.a t not one of the 
quartiles are of no statistical significance in that they 
are belo·w the sbmd<ird s ignific.:1nt figure of 2.575. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Summary and Conclusions 
It was the purpose of this study to determi ne the 
effectiveness of 96 hours of concentrated remedial reading 
instruction for 1542 adult males. 
The data vrere analyzed to shm-v : 
1. Home location 
2. Age level 
3. Intelligence Quotient 
4. Reading ability before and after instruction 
The tables in Chapter Three indicate the following: 
1. The population i'Tith vvhich the study vwas 
concerned was young as indicated by a mean 
Chronological age of 18.18 years. 
2. The home location by percentage results 
shows the southern states to be most 
prevalent. 
). The average educational level 7.76 is close 
to our aver age in the country. 
4. The Hean Intelligence Quotient of the men 
studied -vms 86. 71. This indicates belov'l 
average Intelligence Quotient as compared 
to the general population. 
5. The Mean reading ability of the 1542 cases 
before instruction was 4.65 and the Nean, 
follovring 4 \'reeks or 96 hours of intensive 
drill was 4.95 in terms of grade level. 
CHAPTER FOUR cont: 
This indicates a gain of .3 of a grade 
level, and is not high enough to be 
statistically significant. 
6. vfuen the data was divided into quartiles 
on the basis of intelligence, it \tas 
found that the mean gains for the four 
quartiles were very like. In no instance 
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v1as the gain great enouB}l to be statistically 
signicicant. 
Implications 
It is probable that four weeks is not a sufficient 
amount of time to produce desired gains, particularly 
1·1hen one considers the fact that these men 1·mre taught in 
groups rather than individual+Y• 
It might be vrell to consider v1hether the lessons 
should have been 'ltrritten at four different levels. 
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